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eBook   Mimi knit coat
Thank you very much for choosing an eBook from 

first lounge berlin® :)

first lounge berlin® eBooks are characterised by the fact that 
they are very extensively illustrated and described.

All products have been developed and sewn by hand with 
great passion. All cuts are developed exclusively by us and are 

very easy to follow, so that even sewing beginners can have 
100% sewing fun. All seam allowances are always included in 
our cut samples. For the sake of the environment, the DIN A4 
cuts are designed ❀ as reduced as possible. In large format, 
on the other hand, the sheet is filled with the cuts if there is 
enough space. This way we can save resources and protect 

the environment! ♡

You find our shop at firstloungeberlin.com

☞ firstloungeberlin.blogspot.com
join our closed sewing group ☞ facebook.com/firstloungeberlin 

☞ instagram.com/firstloungeberlin/
☞ pinterest/firstloungeberlin

Have fun designing and reworking! :)

♥♥ ✄ Many thanks again to my sample sewers Gabi and Ina.
✄ And big thanks to my darling, who always supports me

lovingly, wherever he can! ♥♥

♥♥The products made from our cuts may be used privately AND
commerically. The commercial sale of the manufactured products is permitted 

without restrictions within the scope of a small-scale business of individual pieces 
and small series (no mass production) - ONLY by mentioning our name e.g. " 

Patternmaking or cut by firstloungeberlin". The eBooks and the cuts must not be 
reproduced, sold, copied, passed on, photographed or published in any way!

Lots of joy and great sewing fun ;D 
No liability is accepted for any errors in the instructions.
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From a constant passion to change, reshape and sew 
clothes, crochet accessories and knit sweaters has 
become a calling. School education was only a 
question of time...  
My label firstloungeberlin® represents freedom and a 
positive attitude towards life in combination with 
creativity and passion. What once started in a remote 
room in Prenzl' Berg, grew into a small, bright clothing 
lounge with a lot of sensitivity and love for detail, with 
an aversion to the boring textile chain markets.

The look is unconventional, super comfortable, practical and uncomplicated. 
My creative dedication and the urge to develop further drove me out into the 
world where I could cultivate my curiosity and be inspired :) 

I have packed my experience, passion and all the tried and tested cuts into 
my suitcase and little by little I am creating all the most beloved surprises 
from old and new times, which you can bring home to your sewing machines 
and make them with lots of fun and joy.♡       
eBooks by firstloungeberlin® are unique, extensive, very detailed, 
uncomplicated & easy to implement. Even sewing beginners will get fast and 
great results!
You can do it too, so design, sew✂ & wear what you like! 

Sincerely yours, Ina Schille

Viel Freude und großen Nähspaß ;D 
Für eventuelle Fehler der Anleitung wird keine Haftung übernommen. 
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...before you start sewing - Your checklist
 Important! Please read the entire manual first! 

Tools you need in order to sew:

♡ Sewing machine

♡ Iron

♡ Ironing cloth

♡ Fabric cloth

♡ Measuring tape

♡ Pins and clips

♡ Chalk/
trick marker

♡ Ruler

♡ Adhesive tape

♡ Paper scissors

♡ Paper for cut
printout

Everything is a can, nothing is a must have... Have a look at what you got there... 

Lots of joy and great sewing fun ;D  
No liability is accepted for any errors in the instructions.
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